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Subject:
Re: Multiple Exposure Photography
From:
Daniella Zalcman <dani@dan.iella.net>
Date:
25/07/2017 21:29
To:
Keith McDonald <keith.mcdonald@unicorn.karoo.co.uk>

Sure, no problem.

On Tue, Jul 25, 2017 at 11:53 AM, Keith McDonald 
<keith.mcdonald@unicorn.karoo.co.uk> wrote:

Hi Daniella

Thank you for the information thought it was DSLR not Smartphone lovely
images though. I was wondering if you would allow me to use a couple of
your images on my blog for this piece as proof of reference work
obviously with the appropriate accreditation and link backs to your
website.

Look forward to hearing from you.

Regards

Keith McDonald

On Mon, 24 Jul 2017 15:14:03 +0100
Daniella Zalcman <dani@dan.iella.net> wrote:

> Hi there — my process is very simple (I make most of my images on my
> iPhone) — I primarily use the Image Blender app, and a lot of trial
> and error. Good luck! :)
>
> On Mon, Jul 24, 2017 at 2:50 PM, Keith McDonald <
> keith.mcdonald@unicorn.karoo.co.uk> wrote:
>
> > Dear Ms Zalcman
> >
> > Ever since our college visit to an Idris khan exhibition in
> > Manchester this year, I have been fascinated with the idea of
> > Double, Multi or Superimposition images, to further my knowledge
> > and understanding of this style, I decided to do further research
> > into artists/photographers who have created similar works, and your
> > work came back to me as one of those artist/photographers so I have
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> > been looking at your website and your images have fascinated my
> > interest in this photography genre.
> >
> > I am currently writing a piece for college and trying to find the
> > best technical/practical ways for me to create a similar body of
> > work using multiple exposure techniques and have decided I would
> > like to use your work as an inspiration for this idea.
> >
> > As you may or may not be aware that my city of Hull is currently
> > the 2017 City of Culture, and I was looking for a method of
> > producing images to reflect my vision of Hull.
> >
> > I was hoping, therefore, whether you may be able to give me some
> > advice as to your inspiration and thought processes you arrived at
> > to create your images.
> >
> > I look forward to hearing your response to this e-mail.
> >
> > Yours faithfully
> >
> >
> >
> > Keith McDonald
> >
> > BA Photography Student
> > Hull School of Art and Design.
> >

-- 
Daniella Zalcman
London: +44 77 6695 4868
New York: +1 310 405 1418
Rwanda: +250 782114520
dan.iella.net  // T: @dzalcman // I: @dzalcman
Currently: London, UK

SIGNS OF YOUR IDENTITY now available!
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